
Terrorist attacks 
are becoming almost 
daily events. They’re 

also becoming deadlier.
Since peaking in 19 87,
the number of terrorist
i n c i d e n t s has gone
d own. 

But the number of
v i c t i m s has gone up.1

In the Bali nightclub bomb-
ing, 187 innocents died. S o m e
53 perished in two suicide
bombings in Saudi Arabia.
And the September 11 attacks
slaughtered more than 3000.2

W h a t ’s surprising is that
over much of the last decade,
nearly a thirdof the attacks –
31% – occurred here in
E u r o p e.3  (The recent bomb-
ings in Turkey added anoth-
er 60 lives to the grim total.) 

And the danger grows
d a i l y. For al-Qaeda and its
allies are pursuing ever-dead-
lier weapons.

In Afghanistan, arms
inspectors poking around an
abandoned Qaeda safe house
d i s c overed blueprints for a
“Nagasaki bomb.” 4

Another team found lab
equipment that would have
enabled Osama bin Laden &
Followers to produce chemical
and biological weapons. A
terrifying thought.5

Is there nothing we can do
to stave off the nightmare of
mass destruction? 

Of course. But it begins
with making people u n d e r-
s t a nd: our governments must
work together to prevent the
spread of nuclear, chemical
and biological weapons and
take action against it.

T h ere ’s no future in terrorism.
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For a decade or so, 
Europe had more terrorist
a t t a cks than the Mideast.  

Will it happen again?
B e t ween 1991 a n d
2000, the world 
witnessed 3,810 
terrorist attack s .

And nearly a third of
them – 31% – occurred
right here in Europe.1

The focus of global terror-
ism has shifted elsewhere.
For now. But as Europol and
security agencies report, 
terrorist cells are alive and
well – all over Europe.2

In Spain, the Basque 
separatists of ETA – the most
active terrorist organization 
in Europe3 – continues a 
campaign of violence that
goes back decades. 

But they’re hardly alone.
In Strasbourg a year or so

ago, police raided an 
al-Qaeda safe house. They
found plans to attack the

European Parliament with
sarin – the nerve gas used in
the notorious Tokyo subway
a t t a c k .4

Then came reports of two
cyanide attack plots – in
Rome and London.5 And an
Italian government aide was
murdered, allegedly by the
New Red Brigades, an offshoot
of the gang that disrupte d
Italian life a generation ago.6

The point is, terrorism
never really left Europe. So it’s
not just somebody else’s
problem in some remote part
of the world.

I t ’s our problem. The 
sooner we face up to it – and
take forceful, deliberate but
thoughtful measures to thwart
it – the better for all of us. 

T h ere ’s no future in terrorism.
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Since 1981, terrorists 
h ave killed 10,000 

innocent civilians. And
t h a t ’s only for starters.

Will they never be
satisfied with the
death and destruction
they’ve caused?

The world’s terrorists have
murdered a dismaying num-
ber of innocent civilians –
nearly 10,000 since 1981.1

From Madrid to Riyadh to
Bali.

Yet terrorists are actively
pursuing weapons that will
make their attacks even
deadlier.

In a high-profile Egyptian
trial in 1999, witnesses said
al-Qaeda had acquired dan-
gerous biological agents –
including anthrax – and
planned to weaponize them.2

Last year British authori-
ties uncovered a terrorist
plot to produce the lethal
poison ricin. Just 3 mg. of
ricin can kill an adult.  
A ricin bomb would have

been catastrophic.3

Even more worrisome is
the nuclear threat.  

The world is awash in
enriched plutonium fuel, at
thousands of poorly guarded
civilian reactors.4 This could
easily be converted into
“suitcase bombs.” In
Afghanistan, investigators
found al-Qaeda had blue-
prints for such bombs.5

Indeed, Osama bin Laden
may already have acquired
nuclear warheads – and has
said he will use them.6

Must we wait till the
world’s terrorists have such
ghastly weapons?  Or will
civilized peoples – and their
elected governments – work 
together to stop them?

The alternative is too
awful to contemplate.

T h ere ’s no future in terrorism.
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For several months,
yo u ’ve been reading
our messages in these
pages about the 
ugliness – and futility –
of terrorism.1

And perhaps the simplest
answer to why we’re running
this campaign is:  somebody
mu s t.

How can anybody with a
conscience stand by, silent, as
terrorists wage their ugly,
bloody war against civilized
s o c i e t y ?

We must do something.
This problem doesn’t belong
to some distant part of the
world.  It’s o u r s. 

The fact is, over much of
the last decade, nearly a third
of the world’s terrorist
incidents – 31% – h a p p e n e d
here in Europe.1 

From brutal car bombings
in Spain by the Basque 
separatists of ETA, to ghastly
explosions in the Balkans
engineered by al-Qaeda.2

Each incident brings pain,
of course.

Still, it’s worth remember-
ing that other attacks – with
more death, more destruction
–  would have occurred, save
for the timely action of 
security and police forces in 
a dozen countries.3

That, finally, is why we’re
taking this opportunity to call
attention to terrorism.  To
spotlight its dangers and its
pointlessness. And to gener-
ate debate.

Not doing anything is a
recipe for disaster.

Why would any b o dy 
r u n a n “ o p e d ”campaign 

against terrorism?
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T h ere ’s no future in terrorism.
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